2018 YBOA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Skills Contest Guidelines
1. Events:

3-Point Shootout, 2 Ball Shootout, & Team Shooting

2. Eligibility:

A player must compete in the grade level associated with his/her team’s grade
level. (e.g. A 10-year-old player who is playing on a 5th grade team, must compete
in the 5th grade level).

3. Qualifying:

Each event is limited to 1 player per team with the exception of the Team Shooting
Contest (5 players will compete). A DIFFERENT player is required for each event,
giving each team a total of 8 competitors attempting to qualify. Players are NOT
allowed to participate in more than one event. Each player has only one attempt to
qualify. Qualifying will be held on Registration Day at the Orange County
Convention Center during each team’s assigned check-in time.

4. Awards:

Award winners will be posted online at www.yboa.org and at the OCCC. Awards
may be picked up and pictures taken at a designated location at the OCCC.

5. Three Point Shootout Rules:
Each contestant will have 1-minute to shoot 4 shots from racks at 3 locations beyond the 3-point line (12
total shots). Each basket made counts as 1 point, except the last (or fourth) shot at each location. A
basket made on this shot counts as 2 points. Participants will be timed while making their shots. In the
event of a tie, lowest time will win.
6. 2-Ball Shootout:
Each team is made up of two players. Each two-person team has 1-mintue to accumulate as many
points my making shots from various spots on the floor. Each spot has a corresponding value as follows:
Layup (2 points), Free Throw (3 points), Mid-Range (5 points), Long-Range (7 points), and 3-Pointer (8
points). One player begins with the basketball at mid-court. The second player can begin on any spot on
the floor. When the time starts, the player at mid-court passes to his/her teammate. From there, the team
must follow the following guidelines: (1) Team must shoot from every spot on the floor at least once
during the time limit (2) Players must alternate shots throughout the time limit (3) Players may only pass
or dribble between shots (4) A layup on either side of the basket is considered the same shot (5) Back to
back shot attempts from the same spot are not allowed after a made shot (it is allowed after a missed
shot), (6) Players must have at least one foot on the spot when shooting.
7. Team Shooting Rules:
A team consists of 5 players. Four players will begin by standing on 1 of 5 designated spots. The other
player will begin under the basket holding the basketball. Each spot is worth one point. The contest
begins by making a pass to a teammate on one of the designated spots. Players must shoot from every
spot at least once during the contest or until time expires. A scorekeeper will record the number of points
accumulated.

